Alice In Wonderland And Through The Looking Glass
When somebody should go to the books stores, search inauguration by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we provide the book
compilations in this website. It will no question ease you to see guide Alice In Wonderland And Through The Looking Glass as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your
method can be all best place within net connections. If you direct to download and install the Alice In Wonderland And Through The Looking Glass , it
is enormously easy then, back currently we extend the join to buy and make bargains to download and install Alice In Wonderland And Through The
Looking Glass correspondingly simple!

A fresh, practical approach to two of Carroll's most beloved works, which
chronicle the magical, captivating adventures of Alice in Wonderland.
Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass - Adrian Mitchell
2001
On a glorious summer's afternoon, young Alice happens upon a smartly
dressed rabbit looking at his watch and muttering, "I'm too late!" This
not being an everyday occurence, she follows him down a nearby rabbit
hole and falls into Wonderland. Lewis Carroll's timeless children's stories
are magically brought to life in this new adaptation by Adrian Mitchell.
Alice in Wonderland (Illustrated) - Lewis Carroll 2020
A beautiful, fully illustrated edition of Lewis Carroll's immortal Alice
books, featuring all 92 of John Tenniel's original illustrations for Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass. Also includes
Carroll's long nonsense poem The Hunting of the Snark, with Henry
Holiday's original art.
Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass - Lewis Carroll
2010-01-12
Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, originally published in
1865, was instantly loved by children and adults. The follow up work by
Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass also proved to be extremely popular.
"Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass" is a unique and
special LARGE PRINT version of both classics by Lewis Carroll. ** You
get two books for the price of one! "Alice in Wonderland and Through the
Looking Glass" makes an ideal gift but it should also be a part of your
own personal library. Please note that this limited edition printing
includes some very special and unique drawings that are at once rare
and beautiful. IMPORTANT! This is a perfect reproduction of Carroll's
original works except that they have been converted into LARGE PRINT
for simple and easy reading. ** This is an excellent book for kids and
grandparents!
Alice in Wonderland Collection - Lewis Carroll 2020-08-31
Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland books have delighted readers across
the globe for over a hundred years. Alice in Wonderland Collection - All
Four Books presents the two most famous Alice books - Alice in
Wonderland and Alice Through the Looking Glass - as well as the Alicerelated fantasy verse The Hunting of the Snark and, for Alice aficionados,
a digitized copy of Alice's Adventures Underground, the shorter, original
Alice in Wonderland manuscript which Carroll wrote for his friends and
family before they encouraged him to expand the book and send it to a
publisher.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 2010-01-01
In 1865, English author CHARLES LUTWIDGE DODGSON (1832-1898),
aka Lewis Carroll, wrote a fantastical adventure story for the young
daughters of a friend. The adventures of Alice-named for one of the little
girls to whom the book was dedicated-who journeys down a rabbit hole
and into a whimsical underworld realm, instantly struck a chord with the
British public, and then with readers around the world. Dodgson's
playfulness-with language, with mathematical puzzles, with testy
creatures such as the White Rabbit, the Mad Hatter and the Queen of
Hearts-still confounds and teases lovers of fantasy fiction today. Alice
acolytes continue to unravel the book's strange riddles, and constantly
find new meaning in the unexpected underlying themes, from the trials
of early adolescence to the value of nonsense. The conundrums and
delights of Alice ensures its ongoing influence over modern pop culture.
This unabridged replica edition features the original illustrations by
English artist SIR JOHN TENNIEL (1820-1914), and is a treasured
addition to any library.
Alice In Wonderland and Through The Looking Glass - Lewis
Carroll 2013-07-30
This special edition brings together both of Lewis Carroll’s marvelous
tales set in the whimsical world beyond the looking glass and down the
rabbit hole. Caroll’s first novel, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, finds

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass
- Lewis Carroll 2016-06-07
Originally conceived by its author as an entertaining story for Alice
Liddell, the daughter of an Oxford dean, Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland, the fantastic tale of the young Alice's encounters with the
White Rabbit, the Cheshire Cat, the Mad Hatter and the Queen of Hearts,
has captured the imaginations of young and old throughout the world
since it was first published in 1865. In addition to the vivid and
unforgettable characters, it is the book's experimental style, linguistic
inventiveness and myriad of jokes and puzzles that account for the
timeless fascination it inspires. This volume includes John Tenniel's
iconic engravings, the sequel Through the Looking Glass and a facsimile
of Alice's Adventure's Under Ground, the early manuscript version of the
novel illustrated by Lewis Carroll himself.
The Annotated Alice - The Definitive Edition - Lewis Carroll 2000
Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass (Illustrated)
(Deluxe Library Binding) - Lewis Carroll 2021-02-13
Alice in Wonderland & Through the Looking-Glass includes all 84 original
illustrations by Sir John Tenniel. Journey with Alice down the rabbit hole
into a world of wonder where oddities, logic and wordplay rule supreme.
Encounter characters like the grinning Cheshire Cat who can vanish into
thin air, the cryptic Mad Hatter who speaks in riddles and the harrowing
Queen of Hearts obsessed with the phrase "Off with their heads!" This is
a land where rules have no boundaries, eating mushrooms will make you
grow or shrink, croquet is played with flamingos and hedgehogs, and
exorbitant trials are held for the theft of tarts. Amidst these absurdities,
Alice will have to find her own way home. Through the Looking-Glass,
and What Alice Found There is the sequel to Alice in Wonderland. Set
some six months later than the earlier book, Alice again enters a
fantastical world, this time by climbing through a mirror into the world
that she can see beyond it. Through the Looking-Glass includes such
celebrated verses as Jabberwocky, and The Walrus and the Carpenter,
and the episode involving Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass - Lewis
Carroll 1916
A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical
and amusing characters.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
- Lewis Carroll 2015-10-29
Lewis Carroll's novels Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the
Looking Glass (first published in 1865 and 1871, respectively) have
entertrained readers young and old for more than a century. Their
magical worlds, amusing characters, clever dialogue, and playfully
logical illogic epitomize the whit and whimsy of Carroll's writing. Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland transports you down the rabbit-hole into a
wondrous realm that is home to a White Rabbit, a March Hare, a Mad
Hatter, a tea-drinking Dormouse, a grinning Cheshire-Cat, the Queen of
Hearts and her playing card retainers, and all manner of marvelous
creatures. Through the Looking-Glass is your passport to a topsy-turvy
world on the other side of the mirror, where you have to run fast just to
stay in place, memory works backwards, and it is possible to believe as
many as six impossible things before breakfast. Both stories feature the
colored classic illustrations of John Tenniel.
The Annotated Alice - Lewis Carroll 1960
A scholarly analysis is presented of Carroll's use of mathematics, riddles,
and jokes together with the text of his great works about Alice
More Annotated Alice - Lewis Carroll 1990
Alice travels to Wonderland, first when she falls through a rabbit hole,
and a second time when she goes through a mirror to the other side.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, and Through the Looking Glass Lewis Carroll 2010-10
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Alice stuck in Wonderland, surrounded by curious creatures and with no
idea of how to return home. With questionable aid from the Cheshire Cat,
the Mad Hatter and the Queen of Hearts, Alice eventually finds her way
back home. But the enigmatic Alice can’t stay away for long, and she
finds herself back in Wonderland in the sequel, Through the LookingGlass. Most adaptations of Lewis Carroll’s beloved books have combined
the stories featured in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through
the Looking-Glass, including the 1951 animated Disney film Alice in
Wonderland. More recently, director Tim Burton’s Alice in Wonderland
(2010), starring Mia Wasikowska and Johnny Depp, used Wonderland
lore to create an entirely new storyline about Alice and many of the other
characters made famous by Carroll’s novels. HarperPerennial Classics
brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the
highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its
forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to
build your digital library.
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
- Lewis Carroll 2015-11-30
First published in 1865, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland began as a
story told to Alice Liddell and her two sisters on a boating trip in July
1862. The novel follows Alice down a rabbit-hole and into a world of
strange and wonderful characters who constantly turn everything upside
down with their mind-boggling logic, word play, and fantastic parodies.
The sequel, Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There, was
published in 1871, and was both a popular success and appreciated by
critics for its wit and philosophical sophistication. Along with both novels
and the original Tenniel illustrations, this edition includes Carroll’s
earlier story Alice’s Adventures Under Ground. Appendices include
Carroll’s photographs of the Liddell sisters, materials on film and
television adaptations, selections from other “looking-glass” books for
children, and “The Wasp in a Wig,” an originally deleted section of
Through the Looking-Glass.
Through the Looking Glass - Lewis Carroll 2018-05
Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There is a novel by
Lewis Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson), the sequel to Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland (1865). Set some six months later than the
earlier book, Alice again enters a fantastical world, this time by climbing
through a mirror into the world that she can see beyond it. Through the
Looking-Glass includes such celebrated verses as "Jabberwocky" and
"The Walrus and the Carpenter", and the episode involving Tweedledum
and Tweedledee.
Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 1999
A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical
and amusing characters.
Mini Classic Alice's Adventures in Wonderland & Through the
Looking Glass - Lewis Carroll 2017-08-15
Each mini book in this series contains one of the biggest and best-loved
stories in children's literature, reimagined with more than 20 beautiful
full-colour plate illustrations by a talented artist. Carefully selected range
of classics from children's literature Specially commissioned plate
illustrations give a fresh, modern approach to iconic stories Small,
portable format
Songs From Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass Lewis Carroll 2019-11-20
"Songs From Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass" by
Lewis Carroll. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics
& literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered
gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 2004

glorious colour, Floor Rieder's gorgeous drawings are an original and
fresh imagining of Alice's topsy-turvy world.
Through the Looking-Glass - Lewis Carroll 2015-02-05
Alice's second adventure takes her through the looking-glass to a place
even curiouser than Wonderland. She finds herself caught up in the great
looking-glass chess game and sets off to become a queen. It isn't as easy
as she expects: at every step she is hindered by nonsense characters who
crop up and insist on reciting poems. Some of these poems, such as 'The
Walrus and The Carpenter' and 'Jabberwocky', are as famous as the Alice
stories themselves.Macmillan was the original publisher of Alice in 1865
and is proud to remain true to the vision of its creators. Every bit as
iconic are Sir John Tenniel's remarkable black line illustrations, perfectly
capturing the combination of the ordinary and the extraordinary at the
heart of Wonderland.This beautiful, celebratory, edition of Through the
Looking-Glass has a gorgeous cover with a shiny silver foiled lookingglass, and is packed full of fun bonus material, including a quiz,
wordsearch and a glossary. Lewis Carroll's classic children's book is
brought to life like never before!
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland & Through the Looking-Glass Lewis Carroll 2002-12-10
Introduction by A. S. Byatt Illustrations by John Tenniel Includes
commissioned endnotes Conceived by a shy British don on a golden
afternoon to entertain ten-year-old Alice Liddell and her sisters, Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass have
delighted generations of readers in more than eighty languages. “The
clue to the enduring fascination and greatness of the Alice books,” writes
A. S. Byatt in her Introduction, “lies in language. It is play, and wordplay, and its endless intriguing puzzles continue to reveal themselves
long after we have ceased to be children.” Includes a Modern Library
Reading Group Guide
Five Little Peppers and How They Grew - Margaret Sidney 2007-06
In New England in the late nineteenth-century, a fatherless family, happy
in spite of its impoverished condition, is befriended by a very rich
gentleman and his young son.
Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 2018-10-15
This Top Five Classics illustrated edition of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in
Wonderland includes: • The complete texts of Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland & Through the Looking-Glass • John Tenniel’s 92 original
illustrations, including 35 in color • The Hunting of the Snark, with
Henry Holiday’s 10 original illustrations • An informative introduction,
author bio, and helpful notes Originally written and hand-drawn from
1862 to 1864 by Lewis Carroll (Charles Dodgson) for 10-year-old Alice
Liddell, the daughter of Dodgson’s Oxford college dean, the manuscript
“Alice’s Adventures Under Ground” would become, with the help of John
Tenniel’s beautiful and humorous illustrations, Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland, published by Macmillan in 1865 in Britain and the U.S. The
book, at turns silly and satiric, gentle and wild, would quickly become
beloved around the world by children and adults, and spawn the classic
sequel Through the Looking-Glass (1871) and the immortal nonsense
poem The Hunting of the Snark (1876). The author, a shy mathematics
professor called Charles Dodgson, would become internationally famous
and ever after remembered by his pen name, Lewis Carroll. The books
have never gone out of print and over nearly two centuries have spawned
countless offshoots and adaptations—books, artwork, plays, games, and
movies. This Top Five Classics edition of the fully illustrated Alice books
presents the stories the way they were meant to be enjoyed.
Through the Looking Glass - Lewis Carroll 2009
"Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" is a summer tale published by Lewis
Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson) for the first time in July 1865. Many
of the characters and adventures in that book have to with a pack of
cards. "Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There" is a
winter tale, which Carroll first published in December 1871. In this
second tale, the characters and adventures are based on the game of
chess. This book contains the famous illustrations of Sir John Tenniel,
which first appeared in the original English edition.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
- Lewis Carroll 2015-07-07
Lewis Carroll’s brilliantly timeless tales—in a deluxe 150th-anniversary
edition. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read Original, experimental, and unparalleled in their
charm, Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through
the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There have enchanted readers
for generations. The topsy-turvy dream worlds of Wonderland and the
Looking-Glass realm are full of the unexpected: A baby turns into a pig,
time stands still at a “mad” tea-party, and a chaotic game of chess turns

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland & Through the Looking Glass Lewis Carroll 2020-11-17
A stunningly illustrated back-to-back edition of this one-of-a-kind classic
of children's literature Alice's adventures in the dreamlike worlds of
Wonderland and the Looking Glass Kingdom are some of the most
original and best-loved children's stories ever written. These joyous,
thrilling and utterly nonsensical tales are filled with vivid, unforgettable
images and characters. This edition contains the texts of both Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland and its sequel Through the Looking Glass in a
beautiful, clothbound back-to-back edition - illustrated throughout in
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Lewis Carroll has been popular with both children and adults for over
150 years. Canterbury Classics's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland takes
readers on a trip down the rabbit hole in Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland, where height is dynamic, animals talk, and the best
solutions to drying off are a dry lecture on William the Conqueror and a
Caucus Race in which everyone runs in circles and there is no clear
winner. Through the Looking Glass begins the adventure anew when
Alice steps through a mirror into another magical world where she can
instantly be made queen if she can only get to the other side of the
colossal chessboard. Complete with the original drawings by John
Tenniel, this edition is a steal for new readers and Carroll fans alike.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass - Lewis
Carroll 2021-10-05
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass are
included in this newly designed jacketed hardcover edition.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
- Illustrated by Milo Winter - Lewis Carroll 2013-04-16
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland' is the best known work of Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson (1832 - 1898) – better known by his pen name, 'Lewis
Carroll'. Telling the tale of a girl named Alice who falls down a rabbit
hole into a fantasy world populated by surreal and anthropomorphic
creatures, the book was a huge commercial success on its initial
publication in 1865. It was followed by its sequel, 'Through the LookingGlass, and What Alice Found There', in 1871. The books play at the heart
of logical problems and literary nonsense – giving the narrative lasting
popularity with adults and children alike. The story is accompanied by a
series of dazzling, full-colour, Milo Winter illustrations. Winter (1888 1956), is best-loved for his animal drawings, and was among the artists
working in the later stages of the 'Golden Age'. His work can be
identified from its masterful accuracy, humorous touches, personality,
and attention to detail. Winter produced artwork for such well-known
tales as Aesop's Fables, Arabian Nights, Alice in Wonderland, and
Gulliver's Tales. Presented alongside the text, his illustrations further
refine and elucidate Lewis Carroll's captivating storytelling. This book,
'Alice in Wonderland - with Milo Winter illustrations' forms part of our
'Pook Press' imprint, celebrating the golden age of illustration in
children's literature.
Alice in Wonderland - Eva Mason 2009
An abridged version of the stories that tell of Alice, who falls down a
rabbit hole and steps through a mirror, thereby experiencing unusual
adventures with a variety of nonsensical characters.
Alice in wonderland - Lewis Carroll 1980

seven-year-old Alice into a queen. These unforgettable tales—filled with
sparkling wordplay and unbridled imagination—balance joyous nonsense
with poignant moments of longing for the lost innocence of childhood.
For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 1992
One day, a young girl named Alice suddenly spots a frantic White Rabbit,
wearing a waistcoat and carrying a pocket watch. She follows the
hurried creature down a hole into the magical world of Wonderland.
While there, Alice meets more crazy creatures, including the Mad Hatter,
the Caterpillar, and the Cheshire Cat, and plays a twisted game of
croquet with the Queen of Hearts. But when the Queen turns against her,
this dream-like world quickly becomes a nightmare. These readerfavorite tiles are now updated for enhanced Common Core State
Standards support, including discussion and writing prompts developed
by a Common Core expert, an expanded introduction, bolded glossary
words and dynamic new covers.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass - Lewis
Carroll 1941
A little girl ventures down a rabbit hole and embarks on a fantastic
journey through Wonderland.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass: the
Little Folks Edition - Lewis Carroll 2021-06-24
Celebrate Alice in Wonderland with a pocket-sized piece of history!
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll 1965
Alice's adventures in wonderland-Through the looking glass Lewis Carroll 2002
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass
(Illustrated Facsimile of the Original Editions) (1000 Copy
Limited Edition) (Engage Bo - Lewis Carroll 2010-03
Journey with Alice down the rabbit hole into a world of wonder where
oddities, logic and wordplay rule supreme. Encounter characters like the
grinning Cheshire Cat who can vanish into thin air, the cryptic Mad
Hatter who speaks in riddles and the harrowing Queen of Hearts
obsessed with the phrase "Off with their heads!" This is a land where
rules have no boundaries, eating mushrooms will make you grow or
shrink, croquet is played with flamingos and hedgehogs, and exorbitant
trials are held for the theft of tarts. Amidst these absurdities, Alice will
have to find her own way home. This edition is limited to 1000 copies,
and includes the 1866 facsimile of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and
the 1871 facsimile of Through the Looking-Glass, preserved in their
original form. Carroll's unique play on logic has undoubtedly led to his
stories lasting appeal with adults, while remaining two of the most
beloved children's tales of all time. This edition is complete with all 92
original illustrations by Sir John Tenniel.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Other Stories - Lewis Carroll
2013-11-01
Scurry down the rabbit hole and step through the looking glass with this
compilation of works from Lewis Carroll. Don’t be late--it’s a very
important date! Witty, whimsical, and often nonsensical, the fiction of

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass
- Lewis Carroll 2014-08-19
When Alice follows a strange rabbit down a rabbit hole and passes
through a looking glass, she experiences curious sensations and
encounters the Mad Hatter, the fiendish Queen of Hearts, and many
other odd characters.
Alice in Wonderland: Through the Looking Glass: A Matter of Time Carla Jablonski 2016-04-12
Based on events from the film Alice Through the Looking Glass, this
unique illustrated novel allows readers to follow Alice, the Mad Hatter,
the Red Queen and the White Queen as the characters journey through
time. Each of the four characters have their own new, distinct art style to
accompany their unpredictable adventures. As the readers travel along,
they will be faced with choices that may turn the world upside down.
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